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Daily Schedule
The Spartan Daily IN on a
publinhinK schedule thin
again
week. The Daily
appear on WetInenday and Friday, and then resume daily
publieittlon neat week.

Strike Is Over; Teachers
Will Return to Classes

converge
CROSSROADS AT SJS Registration lines
in front of the science building and fountain, as SJS
students begin the procession into the library and a
mad dash to c ’ out cards. Registration was complicated
Ration of Teachers strike, which
by the Amer.can
ended Thursday nicht. Before the AFT’s decision to stop

Photo by Bill Varis
tl-e strike, however, some 200 classes were cancelled.
As students ended their journey in the men’s and
women’s gyms, they found no IBM cards, but instead
sign up sheets for classes. Administrators hoped this
change would end the blackmarket of class cards that
was prevalent last fall.

For Spring Reg

Administration Seeks Changes
By .1171DY RICKARD
spartan Daily Staff Writer
Improvements and changes in the
administ rat ion -student communication
pattern were employed in an effort to
make spring registration more efficient,
and to "avoid frustration, disappointment, and anger," according to Dr.
Ted W., Benedict, American Council of
Education administrative intern.
Benedict explained that more precautions were taken concerning the
distribution of printed material in the
registration lines to avoid misleading
information about closed classes. IBM
class cards were not distributed in the
gyms.
The class sign-up lists used had a
two-fold purpose: to prevent students
from seeming class cards for friends
registering later, and to protect the
vulnerable part of registration, hist or

misplaced class cards. Benedict said
the signup system went smoothly but
slower than previous procedures.
"We allowed the departments flexibility in registration procedure because
different departments have different
problems," he said. "Some departments
handed out some sort of cards. Others
used only the sign-up sheets." Social
sciences, psychology, basic speech and
English classes, and other general education requirements are always a
scheduling problem.
"We always have more students than
space in these areas, but we had a
mote severe shortage this semester
when 200 class sections were cancelled
because of the AFT strike," Benedict
said. Departments opened classes and
rescheduled times and professors Friday morning, after the Thursday night
set t lement.

Academic Council Approves
106 Faculty Load Reductions
By sTAN TI’LLEDO
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Appioximately 106 of SJS’ 1,424
faculty members are expected to teaeh
a reduced load of nine units this semester based on a resolution passed by
the Academic Council, Dr. Brett
Melendy, assistant academic vice president, announced recently.
Another 16 to 25 faculty members
have indicated they plan to teach a
9-unit load but without official approval, Dr. Melendy added.
According to the Oct. 17 resolution,
a load redistribution is authorized for
individual teaching loads only and must
originate at the department level.
Just fi ea t ion for any readjust ment,
the resolution points out, must be
based upon criteri., set forth in a letter
sent by Chaneellor Glenn S. Dumke to
all stale college ores:den:. Sept. 16.
"Any faeulty Member %%hi, teaches a
subreduced load without ateir..\ .11
ject to a proportionate salary reduction," Dr. Melendy warned.
The resolution stales that "delimit -

Pi Kappa Auto Show
Readies For Monday
The ,iurd atinu.d Pi
frateriu,, Spring Ante Vestiv,d rolls
uth Street nest Nlonday from
ont01-1,
Tim ty ears will
9:30 a II, 1,,
conap,t,
ill,. se\ en itophies awarded
of sports, antique, custo the
ton eategories.
tom and
Students ran still enter their cars
free by contaillne the Pi Kappa Alpha
house at 297-9998.

ments may adjust class loads, sizes and
schedules for individuals in the way it
deems most suitable, pnwided it can
fulfill its educational purpose without
altering the student -teacher ratio."
This means no additional funds or
faculty members will be provided to
the departments for load redistribution, Dr. Melendy explained.
The Academic Council resolution is
in accordance with Chancellor Dumke’s
critei ia, which indicates that a college-wide adjustment of faculty work
load is not possible because the 196869 budget does not allow for it.
Chancellor Dumke’s letter, however,
authorizes state college presidents, or
those he designates, to make speeific
adjustment in the teaching load of an
individual faculty member without faculty staffing formulas.
"What is hoped," Durrike’s letter
states, "is that we can use the rationale
of its (load adjustment) flexibility ;is
a base for obtaining and utilizing staff
additions and augmentations in the
rut ure.
"Stull provision for flexihility," the
letter continues, "is not to be used to
achieve a general reduction in weighted
learning unit loads."
Under the Academic Council resolution, departments are required to forward proposed load adjustments, to the
school dean for recommendation, The
school dean will then provide his
recommendations to the vice president
and the pr,sident for final approval.
The delta rt men t’s load redistribut ion
must be re -approved each new semester, For this semester only, load adjustment must Ix, approved by Chancellor Dumke, according to Dr.
Melendy.

Mrs. Phyllis Sutphen, administrative
assistant to Dr. Cornelia Tomes, associate dean of students, explained that
"three factors joined to create extreme
shortage of classes this semester. Not
as many students were disqualified at
the end of the fall semester because
of the plus-minus grades given by
striking professors. Two hundred class
sections were cancelled because of the
AFT strike, and some professors not
striking may demand a 9-unit load."
Dean Tomes’ office set up a booth
during registration, manned by student
volunteers, where students filled out
request forms for classes they needed
for graduation and were unable to get.
The information veill be used by Dr.
Hobert W. Burns. academic viee president and Edward J. Harrington, dean
of undergraduate students for future
planning and scheduling.
Campus FM station KSJS. ’’official
voice of registration." broadeast music
and tegistration bulletins Wednesday,
Thursday, and Friday. Assistant producer Ralph Swalley explained that announcers inside the gymnasiums reported closed classes continually to
help students in lines plan alternate
cla.ss schedules.
Four other student groups helped
with registration pmccslures and information. The men’s semice fraternity,
Alpha Phi Omega and representatives
of ASH assisted with line information.

By KENYON JORDAN
Spartan Daily AssIstimt Editor
lialoardh. mpring semester opens
tod.1.1.
for the past 37 Ila
1111
teatlier hail carried a
Helsel sign.
\ classes have been cancelled:
all ini-Irticlors are expeeted to be in
their cla-roonts.
But underneath the risk’) exterior.
the effect, of the %merle:in Federation of Teachers strike. %%11441 begat) here Jan. li and %slily!’ ils 1111’111iwrs voted lo end 1,1-t Tharsda,
may only he starling to he felt.
For the strikers themselves the effects are, of course, immediate. Pay
docks will be received b> 27 instruetors
- - For Prem. Cllork’s full statement on
the AFT strike. see page 1.

who struck, may appeal to a fairness
committee composed of students and
teachers.
The San Francisco State AFT, in
support of whose strike the SJS walkout was (>1’4;111..11y called, did not disParage the local AFT for its decision,
nor did it commend the SJS local. It
had earlier heed SJS from its obligation by a telegram which read: "Go
ahead and settle."
It has indicated it will continue with
its strike, started two days before the
one here, along with students who
have been striking since Nov. 6.
One of the chief reasons given for
the local AFT’s voting to go off strike
was to maintain support of SFS strikers in a monetary rather than psychological vvay. John Sperling, head of
the AFT statewide college council, said
it would be more helpful to the union
if SJS teachers were donating money
from their paychecks.

found by the administration to have
been absent for aried petiods. Another 42, "some if not all" of whom
technically resigned their jolts under
the Eiluvation Code by missing five
consecutive days, must apply to their
oartments for re-hiring and to the
,-.tate personnel board for full reinstatement.
Their chances are good for both,
according to James Noah, SJS public
relations director. He said the departments are "willing" to rehire the
strikers and the college "backs" their
reinstatement, which would return
them to their former status in regard
to tenon..
’Mere is no way of telling the number of students affected by the strike.
Those who feel their grades suffered
as a result of it, however, either by
striking themselves or having a teacher

Rating Forms
For Housing
Soon Available

Constitution Revisions
Go Before Students
Proposed ASB constitutional revisions approved by Student Council
Jan. 16. after considerable wrangling
and debate over the sweeping changes,
will he brought before the student body
Feb. 26-27.
Polls will be set up on Seventh
Street for voting on the proposals,
which were first introdueed in February of 1967 by the ASB Constitution
Revision Commission.
The commission’s recommendations
affect nearly all artieles of the document. an(i represent over four months
of meetings, investigation anti discussion in the initial write-up, and more
work time has been investril since its
introduction,

DURING THE FLEETING moments prior fo registration, a scom:ngly con
tented student conserves his energies while resting in his sleeping bag before rising to battle the long class lines. Meanwhile, a blond coed maps out
last minute strategy as she browses through her class schedule in a hurried
attempt to broaden her programming alternatives. With the five week long
registration. While
AFT strike settled, students returned to lines those of
some students nestled under trees to escape the cold, evening winds, others
set up tents during registration eve. The long, painstakingly slow lines may
soon be but a bitter memory to the 24,000 SJS students if proposed computer system pens ouf in the fall.

For the first time this week students will be able to rate their housing
facilities and be able to have a booklet
giving them a comparison of nearby
apartments and living centers, according to Bill Langan, ASB vice president.
Housing evaluation forms, in which
students will be able to rate their
present and past housing for the purpose of compiling an evaluation booklet, will be available at booths on Seventh Street this week according to
Langan, who is also chairman of the
Student Housing Board.
The booklet Wi I I be similar in makeup to Tau Delta Phi’s "Tower List"
which rates instructors. Items to be
rated include, rent rates, cleaning deposit return, and qttiet study areas.
Racial discrimination is also to be invest igated.
"We will also have a section on civil
action in a small claims court when
cleaning deposits are unjustly withheld," Langan said.
The largest area of concentration
will he rent rates, the sithholding of
cleaning deposits. and the racial discrimination in local housing. Aquillo
Lipsolin and Tina Stanford, two Housing lloaid members will be working
with this area of investigation.
"Some ratings have been filed with
the Housing Board already along with
an overwhelming number of complaints," Langan said.

Photos by Bill Vele

No paychecks were received, of
course, while the teachers were
striking.
The no-strike vote came after 13
hours of heated debate, at Jonah’s
Wail, spanning two days. AFT President Dr. Eldred E. Rutherford, who
wanted to continue striking, resigned
his position after the 42-25 vote, as
did Craig Harrison, treasurer.
Ironically, however, the teachers
proceeded to vote down, 31-7, a package of proposals recommended to them
by an Arr negotiating committee. The
proposals, worked out after meetings
by representatives of AFT, administration, ASB, and Academic Council,
svill become college policy whether
AFT accepts them or not.
The package represented "some concessions," Dr. Rutherford said. "but I
personally couldn’t in all conscience
accept It as a settlement.
"In terms of our demands, we got
nothing of substance."
The no-strike vote, the proposal -denial vote and the officers’ resignations,
however, are unofficial and pending
the vote of the Arrs full membership,
strikers a.s well as non -strikers, in a
meeting Wednesday at 3 p.m.
Striking students were visibly dismayed at the union’s decision. They
accused teachers of "selling out" and
their cry, ’Thanks for your soliderity!," rose through the ceiling of Jonah’s Wail basement to the mom above
where the press sat, after having been
asked to leave the meeting.
Nick Kopke, cme of the leaders of
the Student Strike Support Committee,
said the students would continue attempts to make a successful strike
here.
This weekend there will be a conference here of students from state colleges such as Chico, Humboldt and San
Francisco, Kopke said, to discuss that
and other matters.
Dr. Rutherford said he would "do
whatever I can" to support a student
strike. He would not say what form
that support would take.
Even to the end he did not believe
the strike had failed. "I felt we could
build it." he said.
"I know the timing for it was very
bad, coming near firsals as it did. So I
felt the real test of our strike potential
would come with the opening of the
semester.
"If we’d had a two or three week
extension and then made an assessment, it would have been more meaningful."
He said he would do it again if he
had to. "This is the first time in history teachers in state colleges have
a
struck. We established striking
technique."

AFT Strike Causes
1,000 SJS Students
To Lose Movie Roles
San Jose State’s Alittl’il’:111 FetitTation of Teachers strike cast another
1,000 persons their jobs.
Unemployed before they v,vre ever
actually employed, nearly 1,000 students had signed up as extras for a
movie to be filmed on the SJS campus
this semester.
While the AFT staged a real demonstration around the campus, movie director Michalangelo Antoioni planned
a make-believe one within, using the
students and ivy-clad Tower Hail 1LS a
backdrop.
In return for use of both campus
aid students, producer Harris Starr
agreed to donate $5,000 to the Martin
Luther King Scholarship Fund and pay
students $20 each.
"Cut!" was soon to be called, but
not by the director. Angry AFT President Dr. Eldred E. Rutherford stormed.
"We are not interested in having it.
(the movie company) on the campus
blurring the vital issues at stake in
our strike," he said, "We are losing
5100.000 a month as striking teaehers,
and our cause is not for sale. We won’t
lift our picket line."
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No Questions
After Strike

ildrertising
By JOHN CRUZ

From The Editor

Policy Statement
Each setnester the editor of the
Spartan Daily launches the new term
%it!) an editorial outlining the policy
of this paper. Although this statement
probably need not be said. 14,e still see
a need for a declaration of some sort.
The Spartan Daily serves the San
Jose Nate community. This includes
not only students. but faculty, administrators and other college personnel.
Iterause of this. we (I() not cater to any.
interest group. %%nether it be the administration. student government, or
AS hate% VI’.
III fart. the Spartan Daily. because
of its assoviation uith the college. is
freer limo outside pressures than most
professional publications. W e reas
many ne)%-papers rely on and cater to
ail% ertier-o. the Daily. because of its
three publishers the Department of
Journalism and Advertising. the college administration and the Associated
Students - - does not feel obligated to
any group.
As far as expressing varying opinions. the Spartan IDaily is an organ for
group. Any student. any faculty
member. any administrator is free to
expre any %iew on our editorial page.
pro% iding. it is not libelous Or ill 1/001.
1.1’11% Nall members whit disagree w ith
editorial policy may express their

views in the form of staff continents.

Whereas on some professional newspapers, a publisher may dictate and
censor editorial (4/1111111.1114 the Spartan
Daily exercises 1111 ’Hell control. ’We
welcome all views.
On our news pages. we try to kale
judgments to the hulk itlual reader. although v%i. »ill attempt to interpret
when interpretation is necessary. Many
times an issue taken out of context
will leae the reader with the wrong
impression
and when this may
occur. we will try to interpret.
The Daily will make mistakes this
semester. No neuspaper in history has
been perfect. and I doubt whether one
ever %ill. But what we will try to do
is to minimize our mistakes.
Our goal is twofold: (1) to present
to the reader information which should
be available to him. and (2) to present
to the reader that which lie wishes to
read. Our only hope is that we can
meet both of these needs for every
reader as often as possible.
F:veryone surely will not be pleased.
and we never can try to please everyone. But what we can and will do is to
perform the duties of a nev%spaper.
that of informing and entertaining. If
we can do that adequately. we feel that
we vs ill be somewhat successful. B.II.

Thrust and Parry

Rights; New Group; Mail
Operation Mail Call

his salt knows, the student, ingenuity is there
to be taxed. The only thin._
haen’t figured

Editor:

out yet it just what to do itit the patrol
people after the whole thing is e) et.. I’m afraid
they’ll be difficult when we cleprive them of
the excitement.
Now, all of this is pure foolishness, of
course. But there’s some sort of moral to it.
Perhaps it’s an appeal to any and all to live
a little bit in everybody’s world and nut get
kmed into one of your own design.
The members of my greying, dreary old
crowd are here for various purposes. We are
interested in what is non.. what is now and
what young people are thinking about. The
machinery we carry in our heads may be
non-transistorized, black -and -white, and not
’adapted to receive the ultra -high -frequency
channels
but
we still get a very clear

If you’re a cocci, you are an important person. You can bi ighten the (lay of a serviceman
in Vietnain. Make a new friend. Send an introductory letter, with a picture enclosed if
possible, to: Operation Mail Call, 175th RR
Co., APO SF 96227.
Thank you.
1)1111’ McKeever
Inth RR Co.
APO sum FM111+4441

Have a Right

Editorial

&Wort
Yes, citizens haVe a right of peaceful protest, fieeclom of speech. and orderly assembly,

Return of AFT
The \ neat] Federation of I eaeliers
strike at s.ls ended Thursday. Striking
faculty will instruct their classes as scheduled. The campus appears to be back in
normal operation.
hat did the .11.-1’ strike. a 3b-day effort by soine :01 faculty members, really
accomplish?
as it in vain or was it
uorthwhile?
die surface, it appears that AFT
members gained little. Faculty returned to
work without receiving any of their mas
jor demand-. which included an all-college
’Limit work load and a reduction of class
But the AFT did establish one precedent: a failsIty group or faculiy
tan
bargain. eollectisely. with agents of the
collele system. such as the Board
siatew
ol I rustecs.
administration did sidmiit
a list of proposals to the AFT. but the
striking faculty firmly rejected those proposals. In essence. the striking AFT members said they 11 ill resume teaching classes
on this campus Inn iliey will continue to
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support striking teachers at San Francisco
State College.
By acting in this int
.r. the local AFT
strikers show they continue to believe their
grievances are legitimate. but perhaps
grievances can 1)1- aired through other
chi
-Is.
The decision to return to work was a
difficult one for .rr strikers to make.
’They appeared ill 111. losers. But their deeisimi is commendable because it enables
the college to function as it should - with
all 200 class sect’ s remaining open.
The:, classes originally were to he cancelled.
Apparently AFT strikers saw the paradox of their strike. In one case, they were
demanding a 9-iinit load and a reduced
class size. But in the other ease. their
strike resulted in overburdening of 1)0111
faculty and students.
To return to work is a good decision.
The strike !trough forth one obvious fact
there are things wrong vat’) the educational system in California today. Th..
strike showed that several factions are
gnintled and unhappy. And if the strike
showed anything. it showed that some of
the demands the AFT proposed will have
to be met in the near future in order for
this and other colleges to continue to
function.
It is our hope that the administrations
of the state colleges and of the universities in California. and the Board of Trustees and the Board of Regents realize the
need for reform in certain areas and
that they respond to these needs immediately.
If they do. the strike was not in vain.
Fin

Guest Articles
The Daily win consider and is seeking Guest
Editotials and Guest Rooms from SJS students and faculty members on matters af
fleeting the campus and its students.
Arrangements for writing such materials
may be made with Mary Marks, Daily Associate Editor, between 2 and 4::10 p.m. in the
Daily Office, JC20S. Final decision on use
ot guest articles are reserved to the Editor.
Guest copy should be typed double spaced
on a 40-space Itne.

and vvorkers have a right to strike in order
to try to a: tain that objective of less work
accompanied by more pay. But, does this give
one the right to harass students. to block the
flow of traffic, to kick dents in automobiles,
to disnipt classes, and to break candy
machines?
Are we here at SJS to learn to develop the
fine qualities and tools of higher education
DEMANDS. EnftCE, THREATS, IN"IMIDATION, AND VI( )I.ENCE?
Some student,: have already decided it is
easier to wear thi arm hands to get across
the picket lines than to suffer the harassment
that students vvere :.iilimeted to while attending classes last wititith.
One could not etri
to take it final exam
without first checkith. to insure that he wasn’t
a victim of the phony examination schedules.
We are, indeed. citizens enjoying the fruits
of the SDS philosophy where our individual
rights are being protected by the denial of
our privilege to use and en.loY them.
Eugene Stone
Senior Representative, Student council

SOFTSAWPOPOF
Editor:
As the authorized representalke of what
must be the smallest minority group on the
campus of Sannazay State, I respectfully beg
to set forth a proposal which should be of
interest to all students. ("Beg" is not really
the woid, man, "Demand" is the word for
action, baby. As in "demand feeding.")
smak as secretary, treasurer and membership committee for the "Society of Full Time Students of Whatever Pigmentation or
Persuasion Over Forty." Or SOFrSAWPOPOF. The acronym is admittedly a little
clumsy but it sounds sore of Russion, doesn’t
it? That, of course, gives it a liberal flavor.
Anyway, here’s what we propose:
1. That the Sannazay State campus be
patrolled by groups of duly authorized, fully
armed, non-violent volunteers on a 24-hour
basis.
2. That these patrols challenge each and
every likely-lisiking body found moving in any
direction lincinding up and downk
3. That eael) and every body be required

shrnv documentary proof of his membership in a minority group. If he’s not in a
minority tootle. he ean !mixture written evidence of sympalliy with two dissident elements. Social organizations don’t (monk
4.
That any student unable to produce
such ident lea I ion he immediately expelled.
5. That any professor who can’t show
proper eredentials be summarily fired unless
of course, he can establish that he’s starting
a group of his own.
We expeet that this program when implemented will tax the ingenuity of the students
:mil will Itring about the formation of so-

’Ali. Ili, kit Ala.,- :mil "Plitwiye
the Piranha:" liunota,
any
vivid*

ciitio,

pict u re.
I haven’t declared myself president of
SOFTSAWPOPOF because there aren’t any
other active members yet and there really
ought to be a free election. ’Phis message,
then, can serve as an appeal to those who
qualify to join up, Come around and I’ll show
you the seciet handclasp and we’ll get up
enough orders to force a gotx1 price on the
emblem, a bent sabre on a field of lapis lazuli.
The society’s motto: "The blade may be battered and nicked but you can still sharpen it
vvith a little help from your friends."
Let us all fervently hope that som all of the
students can get back to studying and all the
faculty can get back to whatever it is that
they do. (Do they "faeultri

In the ancient age of education, there
was once a large brick coiiege that paekaged and stored the ii i ll ils of many young
and unaffected students. They called il
San Jose State College.
Hardly anyone ever questioned the educational system. Both the instructors and
the students felt content. for the system
was beyond qtiestio ll i ll g even though it
governed their lives.
Then one day SI/111(.1111C actually gave a
damn. As a handful of instructors became
involved and organized a strike to end the
"petrified status quo," a spark of change
was horn.
Howeyer, it didn’t last very long. Unfortunately. another faculty faction called
the Indoctrinators heard the news and
narrow-minditilly fought against it. Their
weapon - apathy.
When the Trustees heard about the
change, they shook their heads in disbelief. "Change,- they shrieked. "Ugh."
Some observers said that they had no
morals to be attacked. so they opposed the
strike because it threatened their solvency.
Even the GoYernor was perturbed when
he heard the news. Clutching his B.A. degree tightly in his fist. he demanded that
:he rioting instructors -get off the streetsand go back to their jolts of. "thinking
in the library."
The next day. the 11. %%a’, Ill/ more
trouble. The strike hail failed.
Within a week the, rebellions instructors
were rounded up and publiel demoted to
students.
The students Om participated lost their
grade point ayerages. and %sere forced to

take more business administration courses.
Anil as the years passed. the Governor
grew steadily assured that he was in fart
a better politician than an actor.
Even the Trustees prospered. For there
were no more strikes and their solvency
was 1111Ver threatened again.
Afanwhile. the large brick college continued to grow in leaps and bounds. as it
beanie the epitome of a well-bellaed. uttg
er:dist. network of computerized lea
and systematized wisdom.

Staff Comment

Is Dad’s Job
Essential Data
Its MARK

Roy Gilligan, A124194

111KS

1111
cards. But this semester I
pre-reged and took my time filling mit the
cards, actually reading them.
It seems that S.IS has a public relations
I itally I don’t read the fine print

registrat

Guest Room

Pres. Clark
On Strike End
I am pleased thi strike is oyer. It has
been long and rostls. but I believe it has
also resulted in some constructive ail %MIN’S 111 1111. resolution of college prob.
!ems.
Many of die problems faring Ilie State
(:olleges, e
iated frequently hy college
officials, the Trustees. and the AFT.
ever. remain to he solved.

During the lengthy strike. many discussions were held between AFT officials,
myself and other eollege officials, and also
members of the Academic Council.
All discuss’ s and actions lune been
conducted %Uhl!’ the policies of ilie Hoard

fur

of Trustees. The proposals of the AFT,
example. have been accorded tilt. 14111111.
irl.ilin1(.11! as any proposal of other falailty
groups or individual faculty members.
They were foryvarded to the AC41111.11111.
and action and then
COMIC11 for ilisetiss
to me for my concurrence. In the ease of
those faculty members affected hy the fiYe.
DI,- clause in ilte Education
day "
Code. eyery instance is being treated individually as prescribed by the ’Trustees.
I Yvisli to epress iny great pleasure
with the responsible approarb of the Academic Conned to this problem. The traditional belief in factilty participation in

college government should he strengthened
thritity,11 iv...Tuition of the key role played
It) the -Academic Council,

card whielt mains to kiwis.

g

things. what my father does for a living
and where be works.
I suppose last semester I filled this out
mechanically without asking ssIt. but this
time I questioned what was the purpose.
11’ I said that my father was head of The
local
b. would I be followed around
campus
it plain -clothed registrar?
If I said that my father worked in a
sewer. would I only get classes in wellsentilated classrooms?
If I am over 21 and the hills are alwits
paid. who the hell cares what my father
does?
Alaybe the SJS public relations men get
a thrill out of saying that attending SJS

are offspring of businessmen, scientists,
doctors or lawyers, since the -e professions
alwas S1.1M to he respred.
But why can’t this institution judge the
I
I.11.
-.8y.)1.
student on his performance? NT

1141S 1141(1 111S

suceess or failure

thrown at him all his life until he is ready
to throw up.
Or maybe no one really does care what
my father does or where he files itr if he

is alive and well in Argentina or if he is
marriitil to and liYing with my mother.
I can’t see the relit% ;mite of sill this to 111 \
arailetnie performance. but obviously
Carl.
1101111.
10111/1 1.111.1111
111
Ably be that s
1111 my reg card
1111.. 111. 1.1011) find
though. because I left those questions
blank.
I he lacked out ut. school?
A

IR
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Reincarnated Witch Accepts Tenets -sin-Timer Workshop
1-111\ 1.1
,
f,
"Yes. I do
can seef myself
minor; I
don’t consort %vith the thvil: nor
do I eat on human baby flesh:
nor do I fly around on brooms."
So emphasized 19 -year-old
Dennis Bolling, a &IS freslunan,
a SP:1111141 major, and. also
a
witch.
The Young N 01’11 1 . ti 1. e s
"Witchcraft arid the Oevult"
JET CHARTERS
4 Summer efighrs of 4 to 14 whs.

$2951Tir‘ror$1754-4

the Experimental College.
’However, Dennis is nut alone
in his "witchiness." A story in
the Jan. El issue of Spartan Daily
tells of NIathatha, a 21 -year-old
psycholoa major, who claim.s she
is a "Ztdhra" witch. But, according tu Dennis, there is no
such thing as a "Zephra" witch.)
Dennis. or Antares Auriel (his
name I stated that he is a
reittc..rnated witch and yeas told
fat ding fact at the age of
12 when he had a clairvoyant
leading.
"Nly mother thought it was
di, it :it first," Antares recalled. "I don’t know if she still
regrets that. I am not a Christian."

For detaas v.g4e fa Prof. Frank
Peal, 147 Roycroff Avc , Long
Beach 90803. t1J3) 43C .179.
7
AgataL,/ VAIWAKisikakiaajaak/Z.VAMASIE

FItZiE WITH THIS COUPON
I PAIR PANTS, CAPRI, m PLAIN SKIRT CLEANED
with any dry cleaning order

Coupon must accompany order

CLEANING CENTER
266 E. Santa C’ara (reef it, Lucky Mkt, 287-0933
_ MirtilrnfrYYPTITTATTV=WIMITTEMUMAI

The soft-spoken blond %%itch insisted win relating what %Ocher:ill is all about, rather than
just telling his Personal exPeriences.
There are three ways to be a
witch, he said. I) Be born a
hereditary witch 1this entails
having witch parents or relatives): 2) Be a reincarnated
witch las he is): or fit Be initiated into a coven la sort of sect
of witches).
"Being a witch involves accepting the tenets of the Old Religion of Witchraft," explained
Antares. "It was the first religion
known to man. Because the hunter and caveman depended upon
animals for food and sustenanee.
they made their god in the form
of an animal. Later, when they
started thinking along more
philosophical lines, the god became the goti of birth. death, and
reincarnation -- or the god of
the witches."
Today this god is known as the
"Great Horned Phallic God," who
presides during the winter sabbats, while the ’’Great Moon
Goddess," representing the goddess of fertility, presides during
the surruner sabhats.
MIS Antares seen these gods?

"Oh, sine," he replied, though
qualifying that seeing them is
actually j(1141 a feeling 9f their
spiritual presence.
Antares said there are two
covens of witches
one is the
"Traditionists" and the other 113
the "Gartinerians," which is divided into nymphs, crones, and
maidens.
"I wanted to join the Traditionalists, who are a very seeret
grottp, but I found out I couldn’t
since I. was; giving the class in
the Experimental College. If I
can make amends and can be
initiated into the coven, I will
stop hulding class, Antares said.
Antares, vvho ptactices magic,
defined it as "simply gathering
up the electromagnetic field that
surrounds your body
then
building it up and focusing it on
a desired object. These are called
spells. It is mostly the Power of
concentration or miod nuigic."
He warned that magic is never
supposed to be used for materialistic or selfish gains, and only
for the benefit of other people,
especially their health.
"Spells are never supposed to
be done for yourself by yourself,"

25/0 SAVE 25%
Biggest Supply in Town

USED BOOKS

TODAY
Theology Class, 7:30 p.m., Newman Educational Center, 79 S.
Fifth St. Topic: "The Church Today and Yesterday."
TOMORROW
3Iardi Gran, 7:30-10 p.m., Newman Educational Center. Movies,
hootenany and refreshments.
WEDNEsDAY
Phroteres Internatiiinol, 4 p.m.,
Seventh Flour, Waffle Towers.
All actives must attend.
Tau Delta Phi, 7:30 p.m., 414
E. Williams. Speaker at 8:30 p.m.
Spaghetti Feed, 11:30 a.m.-1:30
p.m., Newman Educational C7enter, 79 S. Fifth St. Donation: 40
cents.
FRIDAY
International Students Organization, 2:30 p.m., Cafeteria A and
B. Election of officers open to
all students. Welcoming reception
with refreshments and entertainmtnt at 3:30 P.m.

cpaPtan geek4tore
io it/

Spartaguide

ri

Art Cleaners

Atit.ires. ’’If ’towers are
abusol for selfish ends, they will
deerease and gradually %finish."
"I am always aslced spells for
money, good grades, and love
these are the three principal requests."
lias his spells ever worked?
"Oh, God, yeah," was his answer.
Antares ilktinguished wh i t e

Said

Wit clic, 11

111,111 1/111ek Wil(11(11111,

1)1:0 the latter is not
act ti
t/U1 satanism.
WacIff ;
not believe that
exists. The powers of
the de \
nature are neutral and can be
used positively or negatively, If
a witch did anything negative or
black, he would cease to be u
witch."
The student explained that
witches are conservative and
usually set in their ways. "Psychedelic drugs and alcohol have
no place in the coven - neither
do hippies. It is a pure and simple religion. and things that have
negative effects on the body are
looked clown upon."
Aecording to Antares. witchcraft is a teligion of warmth,
love. tranquility. and contentment. It is founded on the con(via s or pad. ec t love and perfnm

Openings st111 exist tor a stun- through Dr. Keith in
mer workshop offering six units
The total package is expected
of upper division credit in Aus- to cost approximately $1.650, intralia, including two weeks of cluding Pan Am Group Fare,
study in Japan, a six-day trip hole 1-m ot el accommotiat ions,
to Canberra, and an optional five 1.reakfast and tuition.
days in Hawaii. according to 1)1
Lowell Keith, director of tio
SPRING
workshop.
CHARTER
Offered through cooperative efTO
forts of SJS and MacQuarie UniEUROPE
versity of Sydney, the workshop
vvill provide comparative studo-Ra011.1pND
of Australian and Japanese eduT
ONLY
cation with lectures by educators
March 22/April 6
of both countries.
Limited Number of Seats!
Visits to schools in session will
highlight the course, which conSUMMER
sists of a minimum of 90 hours of
CHARTERS
instruction,
from $189.
Details about the workshop
will be given by Dr. Keith and
Pure jef on certified carriers.
For students, faculty, employe.es
the San Francisco Consulate Genfamilites.
an rattle.
eral at a meeting Wednesday
NO MEMBERSHIP FEE
night at 7:30 in Cafeteria A
and B.
T-M TRAVEL
The deadline for applications 60 N. First St. Ph. 293.1031
is Mineh 1 and are available
,, "Sloireoletefierr".401..V..4’,1401110W10140S,YeloirloW4:

$219.

trust, and also on the statement ,vo,
"And it harm none, do what you
.N‘
will."
What is Antares’ future? As
get one free
Buy one
far as daily living goes, he will I sl
74".
probably become a Spanish teach-lit
er or a court interpreter. But 1,N
will eventually join a coven anti IS
after a few years, be ordained as NZ
a High Priest.
And parting, the witch closed S
"Before Spring" Sale of dresses. slacks. blouses. Slles from 3 to 20 Z;,
with this statement, "As we
twitchesi say to each other. NZ 242 S. 3rd St. (Between San Carlos & San Antonio)
’perfect love, perfect trust, ;:N.
0
Tel. 286-3221
merry meet, merry part, blessed 1$
’.....441549.4**104.54.05.345441.01.4.40,1WOOSPIKOWV446",iiiii.W

2 FOR 1 SALE!!

71te Clothe4Mwe Soutifue

ART - ENGINEERING SCIENCE, ETC...
"We Have ’em!"
All Required Supplies

\Nt

trail Vooiteerte

10% DISCOUNT
WITH ASB CARD
One Day Service
Sweaters & Cashmere Coate
Our Specialty
100 E SANTA CLARA
293-1900

Openings Available

-

"Reeila 0 se ertogiuga"

"Work of Art"

??? CAN YOU.
begin your rawer by entering a Irditiim: program %%bide gies
Ilie specific knouled;te needed for your chosen position? Not one made
g
areil I Nat tly to your future r%
-Oolitic,
up of rotational or "haphazard- ansigioncill. bill. instead. formal clas-ro ttttt tr.’
start to fun(
,
a few %%irks.
ai
and deii--iiiiimaking authority, with the opport tttt ii% to pre.etit your decisions
to indisiduals in all nalks
life. unfolding 1111-ine-eiie leader,’ \,.1 1..11.1 inonihs or years in ihe hack office under close supenision
before twing allowed lo siriLe mit 011 your 01%11 111111411%11.

??? WILL YOU ...
know juat what your ladder of progression till be 101.1" Ilie short-term.. %el ilk() know that for those with -something extra" to offer. tIrc
opportunities exist for going eeii further? Noi fru.’ %our inhancement to chance,
outmoded seniority system or laYoritistu unrelated
to performance.
find these opporninitirs
an organizat.
which maintains a progtessi%e
to%aril
the need calls for it, .1 offers a high degree of job security. An organization that commands nat

Direct from San Francisco
in living color:

Cambridge Classics
featuring Fortrel’
Cambfulge Classics salutes the new SU3S611 with a Variety Spectacular
reflecting the elegant excitement of San Francisco’s Telegraph Hill.
Spirited calms Stimulating patterns You’ll enjoy the crisp, cool blends:
Fortier’ polyester and cotton. S14 50 and under. For a list of nearby
stores, write Box 2468, South San Francisco, California 94080.

cambridge classics
CACTUS CASUALS,

Ites! The Internal Ite%emie "4.r%ice has careers in tax ail
accounting. air business speriallies. criminolog%, la%%. lilscral ark
REVENUE AGENT

’WEI :1

REVENUE OFFICER

ito mbision. ettoretAci. flexibility when
wide resioet.

benefits, and many ttttt re
nhairb prioide
practical!, esery major -nill fini1 challenge in midi
11:1NT

T1.11:11\11:1AN

ATTORNEY
LAW CLERK TRAINEE

Sign op now at your Placement 1)ffice for an intersiew with the MS Recruiting Repreentati.e. %hi)
February 20
February 21

non -accounting major.
111.1.

ting major -

INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE
An Equal

Gradual.- in

be on campus

$

’Monday, February 17, 1969

It 11.1

SJS Cagers Ready for Bronco Crucial
Still hopeful of a share of the
West Coast Athletic Conference
basketball title, the SJS basketball team will lay lts champion.

ship hopes on the line Friday
night against undefeated Santa
( lit at Civic Auditorium.
; ,.rg into Saturday night’s

game with U.C. Santa Barbara,
the Spartans had a 5-2 league
recoid, good for a second place
tie with UOP.

Why Not!
SAVE MONEY
Why Not!
KEEP IT ON CAMPUS
Why Not!

GUARANTEED SALES

cpaPtait Sookotore
CUSTOM
FURN1TE RE RENTAL
MAKES APARTMENT LIVING EASY

Direct to Tenant
3 Rms.
$22/Mo.
Exclusive
Free Transfer
Nationwide Affiliates

to

Monthly Basis
Desks Available
any of our 14 Branches or

SUNNYVALE
SAN FRANCISCO
1046 Morse Avenue
1501 Vermont Street
734-2440
285-7880
VISIT ONE OF OUR SHOWROOMS

During semester break, the
Spat tans defeated St. Mary’s,
89-71, and lost to UOP, 76-68, in
WCAC games. The Spartans clobbered Ne%ada, 109-85, in a nonconference game.
Head Coach Dan Glines feels,
that his team still has a chancel
for the WCAC crown if the Spartans can upset Santa Clara Friday night.
"Santa Clara has great momentum, all the ingredients of a
championship team," Clines said.
The Broncos, ranked third in the
nation, beat SJS 62-49 earlier in
the season.
Bud Ogden, the Broncos’ AllAmerican forward, suffered a
sprained ankle in Santa Clara’s
win over Pepperdine Feb. 7.
Whether or not Ogden will be
at full strength for the game
Friday remains to be seen.
Against Nevada, the Spartans
hart their top point total of the
season at 109, five short of the
school record.
Against St. Mary’s Feb. 6, the
Spartan,s built a 27 -point lead.
then coasted to a 89-74 win in a
game punctuated with numerous
fouls and turnovers.
Forvvard Coby Dietrick led the
Spartans with 20 points. Center
Darnell Hillman added 13 points
and 15 rebounds. Reserve forward Bernie Veasey added 12
points in an impressive second
half performance.
Against UOP, the Spartans
were hurt by cold shooting and
inconsistency in the clutch in a
76-68 loss. San Jose State led
62-60 with 4:42 left, but the
Spartans were able to manage
only one more field goal while
a Tiger guard scored eight points
in a three-minute period.
The Spartans shot only 31 per
cent from the floor against UOP,
well below its WCAC average of
42.1 per cent.
Tigcr corer Tom Jones hit ten

of 12 field goal Ammo!,
all scorers with 27 pcini;
Dietrick led the Spat t..,., with
23 points, 16 in the first half.
But the big foraiard managnd
only nine of 25 from the field,
while Hillman in;nlo only six of

21 al tempts.
Going into Saturday’s gain:,
with Santa Barbara, Dietrick
was the team’s leading scoter
with .,
liillman, the
,ehounds with a
team
13.8

ire; with a 14.8 mark.
Heinle Veasey leads the team
in field goal accuracy with a
.568 figure, while sophomore
guard Chris Guenther is tops
from the foul line with an .845

World Campus Afloat,
is a college that does more
than broaden horizons.
It sails to them and beyond.
Once again, beginning in October of 1969, the
World Campus Afloat program of Chapman
College and Associated Colleges and Universities
will take qualified students, faculty and staff
into the world laboratory.
In -port programs relevant to fully-accredited
coursework taught aboard ship add the dimension
of personal experience to formal learning.
Classes are held six days a week at sea
aboard the s.s. Ryndam which has been equipped
with classrooms, laboratories, library, student
union, dining room and dormitories.
Chapman College now is accepting applications for the Fall and Spring semesters of the
1969-70 academic year. Fall semesters depart
New York for ports in Western Europe and the
Mediterranean, Africa and South America, ending
in Los Angeles. Spring semesters circle the
world from Los Angeles through the Orient, India
and South Africa to New York.
For a catalog and other information, complete and
mail the coupon below.

Ari student Leana Leach of Long Beach
sketches ruins of once-buried city during
World Campus Afloat visit to Istanbul.

a

SAFETY INFORMATION: The s.s. Ryndam,
registered in The Netherlands, meets International
Safety Standards for new ships developed in
1948 and meets 1966 fire safety requirements.

grail
’
Please

WORLD CAMPUS AFLOAT
Directorof Admissions
Chapman Coilege. Orange, Calif. 92666

send your catalog and any other facts I need to know.
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Spartans Bolster Staff
The SJS athletic staff was bol
sic red 0%-er the semester break
hy the appointment of two new
coaches and the reassignment of
allot her.
In three separate announcement.. athletic director Robert

Bronzan announeed the appointments of Lang Stanley and De.
Wayne
Dewey
King and the
reassignment of Gene Menges.
King, 41, former defensive
coach at Rutgers, Pennsylvania
and Michigan State unneisiiies

2 Bedroom
Deluxe Furnished
APARTMENTS
Some Paneled %tater garbage
paidSWIMMING POOL-4 students
per apt., $55 per student.

7,76

VILLAGE APTS.
5th

298-3377 OR 292-5121

NEEDED: 200 TUTORS
e loac 100 families with almost 600 children
Nsho lime asked us to supply tutors to help children %kith their school work. These are families
%hose fathers are or lune been in prison. It
means giving one night (two hours) a week of
your time. NO pay and no (redit. except the satisfaction (of helping (others. For more information and applications:

C

Intramurals
Basketball leagut play leo ks
off a ne%%. and varied spring 1969
Intramural progiam this %yeek.
A basketball official’s meeting
Tuesday will Molt] tht beginning
of intramural activity. Wednesday all league captains must stop
by the physical education department for league schedules and
roster information.
League competition will culminate March 7 or S at Stanford
University’ when Stanford’s intramural All -Stars oppose the SJS
Ail -Stars. Last year San Jose
State trounced the Indians.
A new sport is also being introduced int. the Intramural program this soring according to
Iniramit:.!I I>irector Dr. Daniel
l’nruh. i’l.ins have been made
this semester to have it Water
Polo Tournament. The inclusion
of Water Polo into the program
was possibly inspired by State’s
eminent stature as the number
One college Water Polo tearn in
the nation.
The tournament will most likely be held some time after the
current ba.sketball competition,
but exact dates are still indefinite, said Dr. Unruh.

was the first a. istant coach seleeted by new held football coach
Joe McMullen.
"I feel we are most fortunate
to have Dewey King juin our
newly expanded coaching staff,"
McMullen said. "His experience
as it defensive coach and recruiter
mil be most helpful."
King, who will coach the defensive backs, served on the staff
at Rutgers University the past
eight years. Prior to that he was
backfield coach at the University’
of Pennsylvania from 1954-59
and was an assistant coach at
Michigan State in 1952 and 1953.
In an 11-yrar span, his pass defense units have allowed an
average of only 4.6 touchdowns
per season, while inteicepting an
average of 14 passes per nine
games.

STARTS WEDNESDAY
S. B.1,4’0111

BAYSI1ORE

a

k%,111111‘
North 1st at Ba%-hore
CENTUPY. KA

PRESENTS

T4-1*
MAGUS
A KOHN-KINBERG
PRODUCTION
soscsop GUY GREEN
JOHN FOWLES

CAMPUS CHRISTIAN
CENTER
-J
300 S. 10th Sf.

Wrestlers Split
Vacation Meets
Coach Hugh Mumby’s Spartan
wrestlers filled a busy semester
break with four dual meets and
a 17-team tournament hosted by
San

Francisco

State,

breaking

about even in wins and losses,

ing all match,.
of Santa Barlst,.,,
tally up to 40-0.

host I
running tt,

A quick hop south t(-. San
Diego State the next night Feb.
6) saw SJS topple the Aztoes
with a more conventional 2:-7
RCOI P.

PRAWNS

1.49

CLAMS

1.49

CRISP k PUFF

1.29

tem4er

ABOVE ORDERS SERVED
WITH FRENCH FRIES.
COLESLAW, ROLL BUTTER

-SPIVEY’S
SHOli/CIPEN 14 HOURS

LOCkTiONS
NTH. NEW TO SANTA

’MID ON AS OWN HOW

COM iv EPOPITI 42.131
PANAVISION.

Leadership

Training

You will receive classroom intruction in the theory and techniques
of leadership and you will have
a chance to apply them in leadership laboratory.

Money

4k education to use, by selecting an
4,* assignment to one of the Army’s
15 branches, such as Engineers,
Armor, Medical Service, Finance,
Chemical Corp s, Intelligence,
Transportation, or Adjutant General.

*4’ Deferment

As an upper division cadet you
As an Army ROTC cadet you
will receive $50 per month and is will be deferred from the draft
$170 when you attend a six-week ’11 until you graduate.
summer carnp between your junior and senior years.

Branch

4’ Serve as an Officer
Selection

lc When you graduate you will be
When you become an officr. you
commissioned as a 2nd Lieutenant
w,11 be able to put your college 4s and you will serve as an officer,

*
41
41
4k
*
r,
4s
-Is
*
4k
*
*
41

CRUZ

:
*
4k
4,
:
-11
*
*
as
*

**
*4.
*

with the responsibility, authority
and privileges of that position.
Length

Two IAwations to serve von.
Full refunds uitli receipt until
March 8tli.
Books for all Now. classes.

Cheeks ueeepted for all imrehases.

United States
Army ROTC

We honor BankAmericard and
Master Charge at the San
Fernando store.
Convenient Hours:
Toda through ThursdaN
8 a.m. to 9 p.ni.
FridaN 8 a.m. to 6 p.m.
SaturdaN 9 a.m. to 5:30 1).m.

california book co.
457 e. san carlos and 134 e. san fernando

1
N

For further information, phone
294.64!4, Est. 2722 or come to
Rm. 308. MacQuarrie Hall, San
Jose Stat.,

Out of Stock New and Used Books Arriving Daily

Used Books 25% cheaper than
new.

NS

of Service

When you graduate you will serve
two years on active duty end
complete your military obligation
in a ready reserve unit

.40"

Neii,

,

cr

WHAT DO YOU aNgle."1,
FROM ARMY ROTC?

Stanley was voted the top athlete of 1956 for the Spartans and
was an alternate on the U.S.
Olympic team that year.

Burbank

$P1Vf.Y.’S

Face
Stanford
Two more

Stanley was also a top-flight
athlete while
SJS. He established the school record in the
880, an event which he dominated even in his high school days.
Stanley will serve as an assistant to Dr. Bronzan.

spEcuas
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and brinking their season record
to 9-4-1.
The &IS grapplers took a fifth
in the S.F. Stcte Invitational
EUROPE JET
Feb. I behind S.F. State, Ca]
CHARTERS
Poly. San I.uis Obispo and Idaho
only fop dates:
Stale Spartans grabbed tv.in secfrom L.A. 6-18/9-6 $279.
ond places in the tourney with
from N.Y. 6-21/9-4 $199.
Terry Kerr in the 130-pound
Oilier flight.. mailable.
class, and Paul }lading in the
Study courses available in France,
177-pound bracket.
Russia, Spain, Germany, Italy. Un
Fifth place was affirmed for
derline item of interest and mail to
the Spartans by a third place in
Sierra Trevel.
the 160-pcnind tussle by Gary
Call (213) 274-0729 or mail
coupon for free info. to:
Ramstetter. and fourths by Att
Erika Kahn c.o.
Stone and Walt Thatcher in the
115 and 167-pound matches.
SIERIT t TRAVEL
Visiting Oregon State blanked
9875 Santa Monica Blvd.
the Spartans in ;t Feb. 4 dual
Beverly 16111 902 I 2
meet, outpointing Mumby’s conGrapplers
Name
45-0
tingent in all weight classes,
Street
Cal,
The Spartans mimicker] Oregon
.1City
Zip _
dual meets are on
the next night, however, captur__
_
_
_
the slate this first week of classes,
r..07.0Z07...Cone."....7.0205001
both at home.
Wednesday (Feb. 19) the Spa,
tans challenge the Stanford Imo
men at 8 p.m., and Californ,
visits Friday night at the slim’
starting time.

Menges, who has hten the
S 1) art a ns’ quarterback coach
since 1952, will serve as co-coach
of the varsity baseball tetun with
Ed Solizack.
As a quarterback at SJS, Menges set numerous records which
his pupils have been battering in
recent season.s.

--Nes Cinema
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Gourmet Cooking Offered

Grand Opening
Lancashire Lad
86 & Santa Clara
S!111.. Jan.

’I I,

1,N Franklin R.

w student in inDalkey,
ilthstri;i1 .ii is 1, rio\% being shown
in the north

should
-

.
.1

I

’111/ ’.1..11
.111(1

N%.,J., 4.1

the library.

The exhibit includes 15 black
and white pictures nhohnuapherl
Hlifbrnia. Pictorial subjects
in
1,eln cloud patterns to the
ce,
a rine At ts in San

r!
,I1.1111111s.

ave you really looked
at yourseff recently?

IT. 18. 19
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SJS Photo Exhibit
Now In Library

On Thursday

Buy Otte Order Fish "N Chips
1,e/ thst, ree (II ills l’his .1t1)

i)

DIPOR TANI?
Cet )(wt. Student 1)isemmt (lard
111(/,’ ()11 4 hi Fish Items
)s.m.)
;Hi! Ermaintirr(li

JUDY COLLINS, folk -pop singcr, will appear in concert at SJS
Nicn’s Gym Thursday at 8:15 p.m. as the first offering in the
College Union Board Program for this spring. Miss Collins hqs
gained tre.mendous popularity recently with lier poetic lyrics
and plaintive but sensitive voice. Tickets are $1.50, available in
the Student Affairs Business Office.
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BOB WAN’S
On the beach. at the pool.
or in the sun.
You sow yoursclf and
so did others.
If you were even a little
disappointed come and
see us.
We ore only one block
from campus for your
easy conyenien:e.
We will create a program
for you to make that
"little disappointment"
disappear.

SAUNA
NOMINAL
CHARGE
NO CONTRACTS
CENTRAL
LOCATION

INDIVIDUAL
PROGRAMS
WEIGHT
REDUCTION
OR GAIN

/1:,
413 E. SANTACLARA

COME IN
AND SAVE
25% ()N
ALL USED
TEXTS"

Going to cooE.ge is more than going fo class ... more than getting
good grades. College provides the finest opportunity young men of
today have to seek a total experience. There’s time, the chance, and
the environment +o experiment ... to try ... to test attitudes ... form
beliefs . . . find self. It’s time for preparation. After colle.ge, you play
for keeps.
The fraternity system has a place in your life. It affords you the
unique opportunity to learn more about yourself and your fellow man
. . . to acquire close lifetime friendships. It’s more economical, too!
A fraternity is the primary link you hold with your college after graduation. It’s the place to come back io, to relive the joys and pleasures of
college life. Where would you go if you returned to collc.,.ge and didn’t
belong to a fraternity? The Cafeteria? a dorm? Department office?
No! Look at it this way. What have you got to lose by joining a fraternity? Nothing. But, there’s a lot to gain. See for yourself. It’s your
life ... activate it!

i lint to Join a Fraternity
It’s relatively easy. Fill out a card available at booths located on campus. A fraternity representative will contact you, and introduce you to
all the houses.
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Book Review

Steiger Highlights ’Sergeant’
Warn(’ Bros. -Seven Arts, "The
Sergeant."
The film centers on an all too
familiar topic of war and military life. The opening scene
shows Steiger and his company
’,mg ambushed, then retaliating
-

Spartan Dail)

V...iiciate Editor
ciiii look toro.11, imother tint per1%.11.1 1.1
lianianee ol this Academy AWIIECIwinning actor but not much else
in the recently released film for
-

ACCOUNTING MAJORS
have you checked your
dictionary. lately for
the definition of:
1. a piece of work; definite piece of work,
ill
irade, or done by agreement for pay. 2. anything
one ha- to do: task: chore; duty ...
career .... .1. one’s progress through life. 5. one’s advancement or aclikvement in a particular vocation; hence.
I). a lifework: profession; occupation ...
Aster’s New World Dictionary, College Edition, 1966)
Flee :eternal
Service of fers "careers." not "jobs"
in tax adm nisi ration to accounting graduates who are tic. , reed
I he posit
of REF E.N1 E .4GE.AT. U pon sewle 1 corn pletion of a 1.1-week training course. the A gent
mes resjmnsibility f or &germ inin g the correct Federal
ia bi I it y
a wide variety of businesses. Ile works
i,..c1 y wit le businessmen. t heir legal. accounting. and other
presenta ti vex ite reaching and presenting these determinat ions. For urther in f orma
visit your Placement Off ice.
..1 et /RN Recruiting Repre.sentatire will be me campus
Felerteary 21. 190. Sign etp for interview 11011%

with Steiger strangling one of the
Germans. This entire sequence is
filmed in black and white and
dated 1944.
While the credits are
gitrit we find the Sergeant re tumor.; to France eight yea’ s
I
.1 to be second In command
of a military maintenance corps.
By now we begin to realize that
this camp is conveniently close
to the earlier confrontation and
we anticipate seeing the sergeant
flashing back to bad memories.
Co-star John Philip Law is one
of the men in the company and
Is immediately adopted by Steiger as a questionable son figure.
This occurence didn’t surprise me
much as the entire story seemed
to be similar to hundreds of rehashes of Woild War II. Perhaps
I had not seen this particular set
of circtunstances before, but I
Wag not surprised by any of the
events. The action was involving
and held my attention but was
entirely too ftuniliar.
Steiger’s performance was exceptional and may place him in
contention for another Academy
Award despite the story. as did
Patricia Neal’s performance in
"Hud."
"The Sergeant," shown at last
fall’s San Francisco Film Festival, was produced by Robert
Wise, acclaimed for his production of "The Sound of Music."
We attended the exclusive
screening of the movie courtesy
of Jack Wodell Associates of San
Francisco.

SENIORS
(an) major
Social Work Career..
June graduates or prior only
apply by March 14 for the
California Counties Social
Work Entrance Examination
to be given locally April 12.
SEE YOUR COLLEGE PLACEMENT CENTER OR SEND A
POSTCARD TO:

INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE
an equal opportunity employer

Personnel
Services
1217 H Street
Sacramento, California 95814
Cooperative

N. Mailer Book
On Conventions
’Spreads Hate’
Itj it. 1.. iti
Norman Mail.
\I, ion
the Siege of
is bilk,’
as "an informal history of the
Republican and Democratic cm:ventions of 1968." It would t.
more appropriate to bill it is "iiii
informal history of Mailer bitterness
- 1968."
Stalling With WOIT1 one, page
one. chapter one and continuing
until the last word of the book,
Mailer keeps up the steady barrage of hate-mongering without
relent. There is such a complete
and total lack of objectivity that
one questions his self-proelaimed
title of journalist.
At least he is fair in spreading
the hate, that is. it isn’t confined
to any one entity. fie doesn’t like
anything.
In Miami it starts with the
hates Miami.
town itself
he
its buildings, its hotels, its people, and the people irno come
there. When the Republican Convention arrives, he hates it
and the people involved in it.
When he gets to Chicago, the
unbelievably -- intempo cmases. Heie he has an enemy
his heart
he can with all
viciously malign. He hits at tlie
Chicago Itolice, pevhaps just
ably in this instant*, with
pudgy hands.
Unable to stand this constantly
sustained emotional torrent of
anger and bitterness for any
great length of time, it is a relief for the reader to come to
the one and only faitly interesting and half-way unbiased sec, ion of the book. In this section,
number of reporters, Mailer not
included, give very vivid first limit’ accounts of the Grant and
I iiricalti Park police riots.
book is highly recorn-i
tnendecl for those who need occasional re-enforcement of their
hatred for the world in gent.’
and American society in prii
ticular. Or. for those W110 WoW
like to re-enforce their dislike
and disgu.st towards Normanl

STUDY IN
GUADALAJARA, MEXICO
The Guadalaiara Summer School.
e fully accredited University of
Arizona program, conducted in
cooperation with professors from
Stanford University, University of
California, and Guadalajara, will
offer June 30 to August 9, art,
folklore, geography, history, Ian.
quaqe and literature courses. Tuition, board and room is 8290.
Write Prof. Juan B. Reel, P.O.
Bo. 7227. Stanford. Calif 94305
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New Bug Invades Campus
By KENNETH 14,.1 I:N
Click . . .

t.’

sounds ernanated (rum
the campus
all co r ne r s
throughout last semester. Many
TheSe

people assumed loose take teeth
coming into vogue. Th,
tu
st range noise. however. origin:tied
from a nes% strain of bug whieh
had overrun the campus.
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by the Japanese in accordaiwe
with the sounds it makes at
mating time, comes in all sizes,
but it is easily identified by the
ont. big eye un a stalk extending
trom the front of its head.
Americans has e termed this
harniless but pesky creature
"shritterhug." No one is sure
where this 110W breed originated.
Some people say Japan, where it
was named, is its home, others
say Germany, and recent opinion
has taken a swing over to Hollywood.
shtitterhug usually travels
lait armies 01 them hove
n circling Morris Dailey
The experts believe
not starting to run in
that th. y find the
t
, easy
y and gather
.1m%,
all clicking
possibility
Iwcorne
:-..... Jose There are
rtormined conditions
In the area which ham. .1 illy untrouhled mat.
wilco. The potential
.,,,wd ..xt rem,. fear, paro-

ty. and preeor r".
Iwo!
hate upon sight of the ...
r...
l’he mating experien..
ittial ,
casual. A prescrilied
carefully carried out. li. other
parts of the world the -Iihtterinbug circles the object
tentions for a long whiles
passive partner in this dance pretends not to notice. Finally ttw
bug makes his approach and is it h
much trilling and nuzzlint make,
his conquest.
San Jose, however. has a
strange effect upon this ritual
ceremony. Act one is carried out
to perfection, yet when the shutterhug makes his approach the
terror-stricken mate draws trick
and squeals out something hri
SollnliS like "seekss mayneeariarick !!’" Then after spitt inst at ill,
rapidly retreating back ..I the
arthropod, she resunws her slack faced stupor.
There are enough shUtterhat.ts
left to pester people thnwrgh. to
the spring semester. but they is ill
probably die off before fall and
all ss ill he hack lo normal It i,
!,
\%.Q.
m
ralher
11..ver
y may IN.,
hurt Aw.lpoly
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Tues.Thurs.
10:30 12:30

SPRING CONTRACT
ROOMMATE

FEMALE
r

MWF
9:30- 11:30

ROOMMATE WANTED
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handy order blank.
Enclose cash or check.
Make check out to Spartan
Daily Classifieds.

Send in

RENT A STEW.):

Al . SA1 ,ES
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STUDENT

TO
MARCH 7, 1969
WITH
CASH REGISTER
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No refunds on canceiied ads. Print your ad here:

CLASSIFIED RATES
Minimum i
Three iines1 One day
Two ddys
lne day
3 lines
2.00
/.50
4 lines
2.002.50
5

tines

2.50--

6

lines

3.00--

nu this
amount tor
etiaccnnaladlidnei

-

.50

(Count
Three days

Four days

Flya days

2.25

2.40
2.90
3.40
3.90

2.50
3.00
3.50
4.00

.50

.50

2.75

3.50_

3.25
3.75

.50

.50

3.00

CHECK
n Announcements (1)
Automotive (2)
For Sale (3)

A CLASSIFICATION
Help Wanted (4)
(j Personals (7)
El services (8)
Housing (5)
C) Lost and Found (61
El Transportation (9)

approximateiy 33 letters

and spaces for each line)

Print NI ne

For

Address _

Enciosed is $

City

Phone

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDLR. OR CASH TO: SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE. CALIF.
95114
Please allow 2 days atter placing for ad to appear.
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